3-Leg Mahjong is the Malaysian style 3-player mahjong game which
preserves traditional rules of mahjong while featuring English translations
so anyone can play.
Played with cards instead of tiles, there's no need for old-school mahjong
tables or mahjong paper. Enjoy a game of mahjong anytime, anywhere.
Designed & Made by Fourlegkick

CON
1 Starting Player Card
Give to the starting player
Dots
4 each - 36 in total

1 Extra Blank Card
In case you lose a card

Winds
4 each -16 in total

Dragons
4 each -12 in total

South
Wind

West
Wind

North
Wind

FEI
4 in total

White
Dragon

Red
Dragon

Green
Dragon

Wild card /
Joker

Flowers
1 each - 16 in total. Flower cards are bonus points (FUN). They can be identiﬁed by their
yellow border.

Nature Set

Faces Set

Seasons Set

Animals Set

GA JEV
A beginner’s game consists of 8 rounds. The player with the highest number of FUN (points) at
the end of 8 rounds wins the game.
Winning a Round
A player wins the round when they complete a winning hand that consists of four (4) card sets
(CHEE/PONG/KONG) of any suit (Dots/Winds/Dragons) and a NGAN (pair) set. (Refer to
page 8)

SAT  RO
1. Player Order
The youngest player will start as the dealer and Player 1 (East Wind). The player on the
dealer's right will be Player 2 (South Wind), and the following player will be Player 3
(West Wind).

Draw Deck

Player 1 /
Starting Player

Player 3

(East Wind)

(West Wind)

Discard Area

西
中中中

中
Zhöng
Red Dragon

Revealed ﬂowers &
revealed sets area

Anti-clockwise
turn order
Player 2

(South Wind)

2. Dealing Cards
The dealer shufﬂes the cards and hands 13 cards to each player. The dealer takes one extra
card as starting player.
Note: Players’ cards in hand should not be shown to other players.
Place the remaining cards in the center. This will be the draw deck.
3. Revealing Flowers

Each player must reveal and lay down all ﬂower card(s) faced up in front of them. Take
replacement card(s) from the draw deck for each ﬂower card revealed. This sequence starts
with the dealer and in turn order.
If any player draws additional ﬂower card(s) from the replacement card(s), repeat the process
above until there are no additional ﬂower cards drawn.
4. Starting a Round
The starting player begins the round by discarding one card to the center of the table,
faced up.

RO P
There are three phases in a turn.
Claim OR Draw phase
Discard phase
A player’s turn starts when they are able to claim the latest discarded card from another
player or draw a card from the draw deck.
A player’s turn ends when they discard a card to the center of the table.
Tip: Discard cards that are least likely to form a set in your hand.
Every time a card is discarded by a player, the round goes into the claim phase for the other
two players.
If both players are unable to claim the discarded card, then the draw phase begins for the
player to the right of the player who discarded the card.

Claim Phase
When a player discards a card, the other players now have a chance to claim the discarded card
to form a set or SEK WOO (mahjong) during this phase.
The claimed card must form a set and has to be revealed faced up on the table and NOT put
into the concealed hand of a player.
After claiming a card to form a revealed set, choose another card from your hand to discard to
end your turn.

! Note: Players can only claim the most recently discarded card.
Example:
Player 1 discards a Red Dragon card to the center. Now, player 2 and 3 may claim the card to SEK
WOO (mahjong) or to form a PONG or a KONG.
If player 3 claims the card to form a PONG or KONG, player 2's turn is skipped. Play then
resumes in the anti-clockwise order.
Claim Phase Actions & Priority
In the event where two players wish to claim the discarded card, the priority will be given based
on the action order in the following list. If both players wish to claim the card with the same
action, the priority goes to the player whose turn is next.
1. SEK WOO (mahjong - complete 4 sets of cards and a NGAN set)
Say SEK WOO! when you claim the card.
See Winning the Round section for examples.
2. KONG (quadruples - must be of identical cards)
KONG cannot be formed with a FEI (wild card). When you KONG, you must take a replacement
card from the draw deck. Say KONG when you claim the card.

+

+

cards in hand

claimed

cards in hand

claimed

3. PONG (triples - must be of identical cards)
Say PONG when you claim the card.

+

+
cards in hand

cards in hand

claimed

claimed

4. PONG WITH FEI (triples - made with a FEI)
This action is NOT allowed with two (2) FEI. Say PONG when you claim the card.

+

+
cards in hand

cards in hand

claimed

claimed

5. CHEE (straights - can be made with Dots and FEI only)
The option to CHEE is only available for the player whose turn is next (the right of the player who
discarded the card). FEI can be used to make a CHEE as well. Say CHEE when you claim the card.

+

+

cards in hand

claimed

cards in hand

claimed

+

+

cards in hand

claimed

cards in hand

claimed

Refer to Card Sets Section for more examples of card sets.
Draw Phase
If both players are unable to claim the discarded card, the player whose turn is next
draws a card.
If the drawn card is a ﬂower card, reveal the ﬂower card and take a replacement card from the
draw deck. Then, you can choose to:
1) Keep the drawn card in your hand and discard another card, or
2) Discard the drawn card (because its chances to form a set in your hand is low)
Once discarded, your turn ends. The round now resumes the claiming phase. This repeats until
a player wins the round.

WIN H OD
Any player who completes a hand of card sets of any suit with a NGAN set will win the round
and declare SEK WOO!

!

Note: The card sets can be a combination of the revealed sets on the table and concealed
sets in a player’s hand.

The player reveals his/her winning hand and scoring begins. Refer to the scoring table to count
the FUN (points). Only the winner’s FUN are recorded.
For seasoned mahjong players, refer to your advanced scoring table to count FUN.
The round winner now becomes player 1 (East Wind) and the starting player of the next round.
Reshufﬂe all cards and deal cards to start the next round.
Example of a winning hand:
Flowers are bonus FUN. You receive 1 FUN for each ﬂower you
have. There can be instances where you have no ﬂowers at all
during a round. (Refer to advanced scoring table)
Exceptions are the nature set and the seasons set with numbers
on them. Refer to basic scoring table to count FUN.

Flowers

Draw Phase
If both players are unable to claim the discarded card, the player whose turn is next
draws a card.
If the drawn card is a ﬂower card, reveal the ﬂower card and take a replacement card from the
draw deck. Then, you can choose to:
1) Keep the drawn card in your hand and discard another card, or
2) Discard the drawn card (because its chances to form a set in your hand is low)
Once discarded, your turn ends. The round now resumes the claiming phase. This repeats until
a player wins the round.

WIN H OD
Any player who completes a hand of card sets of any suit with a NGAN set will win the round
and declare SEK WOO!

!

Note: The card sets can be a combination of the revealed sets on the table and concealed
sets in a player’s hand.

The player reveals his/her winning hand and scoring begins. Refer to the scoring table to count
the FUN (points). Only the winner’s FUN are recorded.
For seasoned mahjong players, refer to your advanced scoring table to count FUN.
The round winner now becomes player 1 (East Wind) and the starting player of the next round.
Reshufﬂe all cards and deal cards to start the next round.
Example of a winning hand:
Flowers are bonus FUN. You receive 1 FUN for each ﬂower you
have. There can be instances where you have no ﬂowers at all
during a round. (Refer to advanced scoring table)
Exceptions are the nature set and the seasons set with numbers
on them. Refer to basic scoring table to count FUN.

Flowers

Card
sets of any
combo

NGAN

Draw round
The round also ends if the draw deck depletes before any player is able to declare SEK WOO.
We call this a draw round where no one wins. No points are recorded in a draw. The player who
draws the last card will be the dealer (East wind) of the next round.

VAIN
You may add as many rounds (usually in multiples of 8) to a game as long as it is agreed upon
by all players in the game. House rules may be added for scoring. Announce house rules to all
players before the start of a game.

CA S
CHEE (straights) is a consecutive sequence of three cards.
Note: CHEE can only be made with Dots.

PONG (triples) is made of three identical cards of the same suit.
PONG can be made with Dots, Winds, or Dragons.

KONG (quadruples) is made of four identical cards of the same suit .
KONG can be made with Dots, Winds, or Dragons.

!

Note: When you play a KONG, take a replacement card from the deck.

NGAN (pairs) is a pair of cards from any suit.

! Note: You can only have ONE NGAN set in your winning hand.

FE (D AD)
A special wild card which can be used to represent any card
to form a set.
PONG with a FEI
You can use a FEI to PONG other players’ discarded card.
CHEE with a FEI
You can use a FEI to CHEE other players’ discarded card.
EYE with a FEI
You can use a FEI to make a pair of NGAN with any other card.
FEI as a FLOWER card (Sinking the FEI)
You can reveal a FEI as a ﬂower which will contribute to 1 FUN when you are lacking points to
win. Remember to take a replacement from the deck when you reveal your FEI as a ﬂower. You
cannot retrieve the FEI back into your hand after you have made it a ﬂower.
Recall a FEI
During any round, if you have already played a CHEE/PONG with a FEI, you may retrieve the FEI
into your hand when you draw the card which the FEI represents from the draw deck.
Card drawn
from draw deck

Revealed PONG set

Revealed PONG set

Retrieve FEI
into hand

Note: You may not claim a discarded card from the center of the
table to recall a FEI.

!

BA GE CG AL
Sets & Scoring Conditions

FUN (points)

Flower: Animal / Faces Set
Any player who has these cards in their hand

1 FUN
per card
Any player
E.g. Count 3 FUN if you
have 3 of these cards

Faces Set

Animals Set

Flower: Nature (4) / Season (4)
All players who has these cards in their hand.

1 FUN
per card
Any player
E.g. Count 2 FUN if you
have 2 of these cards

Flower: Nature (1) / Season (1)
Only Player 1 (dealer) will get 1 FUN for these cards.
Other players will have no FUN for these.

1 FUN
per card
Player 1 only

Flower: Nature (2) / Season (2)
Only Player 2 (South) will get 1 FUN for these cards.
Other players will have no FUN for these.

1 FUN
per card
Player 2 only

Flower: Nature (3) / Season (3)
Only Player 3 (West) will get 1 FUN for these cards.
Other players will have no FUN for these.

1 FUN
per card
Player 3 only

1 FUN
per set

Dragons
All players will get 1 FUN for a PONG (triples) or
a KONG (quadruples) set of dragons

All players
E.g. Count 1 FUN if you
have PONG/KONG of
Red Dragons

中 發
Zhöng
Red Dragon

Fa
Green Dragon

1 FUN
per set

East Wind (1)
All players will get FUN for a PONG/KONG set of the
East Wind.

東
Döng
East

Player 2 and 3

2 FUN
per set

Dealer gets 2 FUN because the dealer is the
East Wind.

Player 1 only

South Wind (2)
Only Player 2 (South) will get 1 FUN for a PONG/KONG set of
the South Wind. Other players will have no FUN for this set.

南

1 FUN
per set

Player 2 only

Nán
South

West Wind (3)
Only Player 3 (West) will get 1 FUN for a PONG/KONG set of
the West Wind. Other players will have no FUN for this set.

1 FUN
per set

Player 3 only

西
North Wind (4)
All players will get 1 FUN for a PONG/KONG set of North Wind.

北

1 FUN
per set

Any players

ADC COG LE
An advanced game requires a minimum of 5 FUN (points) to win a round. Refer to both the
basic & advanced scoring table to make sure you have enough FUN to win the round. Maximum score is 10 FUN per round.

Sets & Scoring Conditions

FUN (points)

Basic Win
Win (SEK WOO) without any special combinations below.

1 FUN
Any player

Four FEI Starting Hand
Any player who has a hand with 4 FEIs after revealing ﬂowers
and taking replacements can immediately claim this.

10 FUN
Any player

No Flower Mahjong
When a player SEK WOO (mahjong) with no ﬂower cards
at all.

10 FUN
Any player

DAI SAM YUEN (Big 3 Treasures)
Mahjong with PONG/KONG of complete Dragon suit

中 中 中
Zhöng
Red Dragon

Zhöng
Red Dragon

Zhöng
Red Dragon

PONG/KONG Red Dragon

發 發 發
Fa
Green Dragon

Fa
Green Dragon

?

Fa
Green Dragon

PONG/KONG Green Dragon

?
PONG/KONG White Dragon

10 FUN
Any player

?

?

CHEE/PONG/KONG any set

?

Any NGAN (pair)

SIU SAM YUEN (Small 3 Treasures)
Mahjong with PONG/KONG of any two (2) Dragon sets and
a NGAN with any Dragon.

?
中 中 中
Zhöng
Red Dragon

Zhöng
Red Dragon

?

?

10 FUN
Any player

X2

CHEE/PONG/KONG any set

+

Zhöng
Red Dragon

PONG/KONG Red Dragon

發 發
Fa
Green Dragon

X2

Fa
Green Dragon

PONG/KONG White Dragon

發 發 發
Fa
Green Dragon

Fa
Green Dragon

Fa
Green Dragon

中 中

PONG/KONG Green Dragon

Zhöng
Red Dragon

Zhöng
Red Dragon

Any Dragon NGAN (pair)

TIN WOO (Heavenly Win)
After revealing ﬂowers and taking replacements, player 1 can
SEK WOO (mahjong) if his/her hand is complete. They will
then win the round immediately before it starts!

10 FUN
Player 1 only

Only the dealer (player 1) can win as he/she has a complete
hand of 14 cards at the start of the game.

DEI WOO (Earthly Win)
Only the player who SEK WOO (mahjong) with the dealer's
ﬁrst discarded card can claim this

DAI SEI HEY (Big 4 Happiness)
Mahjong with PONG/KONG of complete Wind suit

東 東 東
Döng
East

Döng
East

南 南 南

Döng
East

Nán
South

Nán
South

10 FUN
Any player

Nán
South

PONG/KONG East Wind

PONG/KONG South Wind

西 西 西

北 北 北

PONG/KONG West Wind

PONG/KONG North Wind

?

10 FUN
Player 2 or
Player 3

?

Any NGAN (pair)

2 FUN
Any player

DUI DUI PONG
All sets are made of PONG/KONG in any suit

?

?

?

X4

?

?

Any NGAN (pair)

PONG/KONG any set

PENG WOO (All Dots)
All sets are made of Dots suit with CHEE

X4
CHEE Dots

Count extra 2 FUN on top
of what you already
received for the dragons
& winds & ﬂowers and
basic win

3 FUN
Any player

?

?

Any Dots NGAN (pair)

Count extra 3 FUN on top
of what you already
received for ﬂowers and
basic win
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